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By Stephen Long

First Edition Design Publishing, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.There are two Worlds that people live in that determine their
quality of life and how they experience reality: the World of Separation, which can be bleak,
threatening, isolating, and cold, and the World of Connectivity, which is often colorful, safe,
fulfilling, and warm. These two opposing paradigms of existence, which are reflective of two
distinct Views, contain the roots and essence of all human problems, as well as the hope and
promise for their successful resolution. The wise voices of many are now telling us that we humans
have passed the point of no return and are on the verge of either an evolutionary breakthrough in
consciousness - or a complete systemic collapse; the urgent need for quickly pulling ourselves
together as One has never been more startlingly compelling. Increasing our capacity for
Connectivity, both individually and collectively, may be the key to our survival. This book explores
these two paradigms of living in and experiencing the world, and the vast Continuum of Views that
spans between them. It also offers the Bridge, a six-element personal system of practice for
refining...
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The very best pdf i possibly study. It generally will not expense excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for
concerning should you ask me).
-- Pr of . O wen Spor er-- Pr of . O wen Spor er

It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia  Cor m ier-- Ta lia  Cor m ier
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